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The Fractal Cosmos wall calendar features the organic computer-generated designs of Alice Kelley,

who says "Fractals are an intuitive glimpse into the infinite order that composes the natural world, as

well as being proof that math is beautiful."   A year of awesome Fractal artwork on your wall.

Frameable artbook-quality printing. The perfect gift for the math and computer science enthusiast.

12 abstract computer-generated fractals by Alice Kelley. Features quotes from luminaries such as

Albert Einstein and Scott Buchanan. Printed on FSC Certified Mixed Source Paper with soy-based

inks. Published by Amber Lotus, a carbo- negative US publishing company that has planted more

than 330,000 trees since 2008. This calendar features US and Canadian legal holidays, phases of

the moon, and important observances of the world's major religions.   Fractals are the visual

depictions of mathematical equations - the same equations, in fact, that describe natural

phenomena such as crystal growth, galaxy formation, plant shapes, and weather patterns. A

computer program assigns a color to each point in the image based on the answers to a chosen

equation, which then results in cosmic or abstract fractal shapes. Dozens of variables are

manipulated in order to create these fascinating psychedelic art images.
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The beauty and quality of this calendar is hard to put into words, but I'll try. The children were

extremely excited when I opened the box from , and the paper quality is top notch. I love that the

paper is earth friendly and still glossy, high quality paper. Normally those things do not go hand in

hand.The artwork is breathtaking. The first month's 'fiddlehead' is absolutely amazing. Alice Kelly

did a fabulous job and I love the motivational quotes that go along with them. I look forward to



hanging this over my desk for the year, and I hope she branches out into planners as well!

Last years Fractal Cosmos had a full page vortex called Star birth or something like that. I've been

meditating with it daily and feel the Vortex draws me ever closer to the Source of all creation. I

would like to see more of these large vortices in the future. Over all, each month has a varied look at

fractal design and most resonate within my being. Thank U for all the beauty and inspiration these

images provide.

This calendar is quite beautiful. The pictures are truly quite stunning, and I am very glad to have

chosen this calendar for 2015. Really, really nice work. The fractal images of our cosmos really add

a sense of intrigue, awe, and wonder to our living room.

This is the most beautiful awesome calendar I've ever seen. I get the Kelley fractal calendar every

year and love to look at it every day. The colors and cosmic patterns are divine. Love it!

This is my third year using Fractal Calendar to note events as they are planned or just occur. I find a

balance between the flow depicted in the definitive images and my evolving experiences.

This was a gift and my son loved it. Very colorful and interesting. Day squares are big enough to

write a small note or date on. I found some pictures much more intricate than others.

High quality, heavy, glossy paper, bright colors, awesome pictures. Very impressed with this

calendar. Will purchase again!
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